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We support the call of Wallach et al. (2015a) for a compassionate approach to conservation and agree that any
lethal control must be justified by a high probability of
conservation gains and supported by relevant stakeholders. We believe lethal control of invasive predators is
justified when it will reverse the negative impacts of
predators introduced by humans on native species and
ecosystems and when the extent of that predation endangers the survival of entire populations or species.
Globally, a few key introduced predator species are having disproportionately large effects on island ecosystems
and their constituent species (e.g., Medina et al. 2011;
Towns et al. 2006). Where invasive predators are killed
to achieve conservation goals, we believe this action
can stem from compassion for all of the ecosystem, its
species, the individuals being protected, and the invasive
animals themselves. Our belief is well supported by literature and policies on the role of animal welfare, animal
rights, and environmental ethics in pest control (e.g.,
Gunn 2007; Dunlevy et al. 2011).

When effective biodiversity conservation tools are
available, we believe the morally appropriate and compassionate choice is to take action, rather than taking no
action, despite those actions sometimes being perceived
as unpalatable (e.g., Seddon et al. 2014). Such interventions are often critical to prevent endangered species
from going extinct, which is the foundation of conservation biology (Soulé 1991). In some cases, lethal control is
the most ethical and compassionate course of action. For
example, on the islands of Uist, introduced hedgehogs
(Erinaceus europaeus) were killing native bird species
and were the primary agent of bird declines (Jackson
et al. 2004). An analysis of potential nonlethal and lethal
control alternatives showed lethal control to be the most
humane option for the hedgehogs (Uist Wader Project
2002). Ultimately, however, preventing the arrival and
spread of invasive species on islands through appropriate biosecurity measures precludes the need to manage
or remove those species and therefore represents the
most compassionate approach, as Wallach et al. (2015a)
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demonstrate on Middle Island (Victoria, Australia). This
prevention approach is advocated strongly by groups
such as the International Union for Conservation of Nature Invasive Species Specialist Group.
The principle of do no harm should always underpin
any comparison of possible conservation interventions.
However, deciding to do nothing is in itself an action,
and like the decision to implement lethal control, it determines which animals will die, how many will die, and
how they will die. As a society, and as conservation
practitioners, we can have a say in how humane any
deaths may be. Although action and inaction may not be
ethically equivalent, the consequences of inaction can
be disastrous (Maguire 1991), and taking no action today
is a tacit acceptance of historical human actions, including introduction of species that later became invasive
(Russell 2012). Recognizing this context for decisions
influences what sort of ecosystems is conserved in the
long term and the manner of the lives and deaths of the
species, populations, and ecosystems under our stewardship. Being compassionate might mean not killing,
but it can also mean preventing invasive species from
killing. If native species conservation cannot be achieved
by nonlethal control of invasive predators, then taking no
action against invasive predators is unethical.
In their essay and elsewhere, Wallach and colleagues
(2015b) focus largely on the continental context of predators and their control, where top-down regulation, typically by native predators, is common (Estes et al. 2011).
This is in stark contrast to many island ecosystems, where
mammalian predators are generally absent (Blumstein
2002) and ecosystem regulation is naturally bottom-up
(Polis & Strong 1996). Introduction of mammalian predators to such islands has resulted in most vertebrate extinctions over the past 500 years (Tershy et al. 2015).
On islands, lethal control does not indicate a desire to
disregard the ecological role of predators or to revert
the ecosystem to a prehuman state; rather, the goal is
to reestablish natural ecological processes and rates of
processes to the extent possible (e.g., native species colonization, extinction, turnover, and interactions). Restoration of such natural processes is at the core of the duty
conservation biologists assume (Soulé 1985).
In response to the overwhelming impact of invasive mammalian predators on island ecosystems (Blackburn et al. 2004), conservation practitioners have implemented eradication programs to conserve threatened
species and populations and to restore island ecosystem
functioning. Decades of evidence from island eradication
and restoration programs consistently demonstrate that
well-implemented lethal control achieves biodiversity
benefits (Lavers et al. 2010; Veitch et al. 2011; Rocamora
& Henriette 2015; Towns et al. 2016). Had practitioners
and society decided not to eradicate invasive mammals
from islands, many more endemic species would have
become extinct (Butchart et al. 2006). Deciding not to
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remove or control invasive species on islands where they
negatively affect native species would, in effect, be in
conflict with the founding principle of compassionate
conservation to do no harm. Furthermore, all costs, inclusive of financial, social, and ethical, can be minimized
by a single eradication program, rather than ongoing
control (Pascal et al. 2008). Conservation scientists and
managers are continually developing new effective and
humane tools that improve island restoration (Cowan &
Warburton 2011; Campbell et al. 2015).
Balancing individual welfare considerations and conservation goals is, in part, a classic multicriterion decision problem. In such situations, the final decision often
strongly depends on the values placed on different objectives. Differences in people’s values can create strong differences of opinion and associated predictions about the
consequences of management actions. For example, people who strongly value the welfare of invasive predators
may place less weight on evidence of biodiversity benefits gained by controlling those predators (Howald et al.
2010). Conversely, people who strongly value native biodiversity might underestimate the suffering experienced
by individual invasive predators. Unbiased evidence is
critical to decision making; however, it is not the role
of scientists to tell people what their values should be.
Formal decision analysis is useful because it helps distinguish the roles of values and science and allows both
to be incorporated in the process (Gregory et al. 2012).
In a predator control decision, the optimal management
option depends on the predicted benefits, including for
biodiversity and animal welfare, but it also depends on
the relative value people put on those and other benefits and impacts. Carefully considering the values of
stakeholders is, therefore, as important as evaluating the
scientific evidence (Moon et al. 2015).
Compassion is important in all aspects of conservation,
but a robust environmental ethic recognizes and incorporates all levels of ecological organization (Norton 1982).
We agree with Wallach et al.’s (2015a) call for compassion as a consideration in conservation decision making
and believe it can be readily incorporated into decisionmaking frameworks for predator control. Such frameworks must necessarily balance multiple values such as
ecosystem health, animal welfare, and social justice (Redpath et al. 2013; Shoreman-Ouimet & Kopnina 2015). We
must accept the ethical duty and responsibility humans
have toward other species, whether invasive or native,
and acknowledge that any conservation action, including
doing nothing, represents a decision that affects species
and ecosystems and reflects multiple value judgments.
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